Distant-dipole field in liquids and diffusion: a perturbative approach.
A perturbative approach is employed to solve the Bloch-Torrey equations in the presence of distant-dipole fields in nuclear magnetic resonance. The procedure, although only carried out to first order in the perturbation parameter a=1/k2Dtaud, could, in principle, be generalized to higher orders. Here D is the diffusivity, taud the dipolar demagnetization time, and k is the wave vector of the spatial modulation of magnetization produced by the magnetic field gradient. The results are especially interesting for dilute binary mixtures consisting of molecular species with different diffusivities. In this case the calculated two-dimensional correlation spectroscopy revamped by asymmetric Z-gradient echo detection spectra are shown to be free from some inadequacies resulting from a simplistic application of standard approximations.